
SLOGAN ON ENERGY CONSERVATION

Be polite. Turn off the light. Conservation, not Deprivation. Conservation: It doesn' t cost. It saves. Conserve to
Preserve. Do the Earth a favor.

Energy is future, make it bright. Global Warming is a Global Warning. Think about energy conservation. Lets
electric devices off when they are not in use. Saving energy is the way to be. Manage energy usage to retain
happiness in future. Global Warming is a Hot Topic. Energy serves you the way you deserve. Turn off the
lights. Be polite. Soon all the oil will be gone, Think Renewable. Snow is melting the Earth is crying! Survive
Tomorrow. Buy a Hummer. Go Solar to Save Polar. Heating water consumes a lot of electricity. See how
many lights are required a time and switch off rest of the lights. Love your mother â€” Earth. Save Green.
Laundry washing and drying we use washing machines, electric dryers, and irons. Saving energy saves you
money. Save Money. Save energy, save the world. Energy conserved is energy produced. Reduce, Reuse, and
Recycle. Use less hot water. Spare a Watt; Save a Lot. Follow all the possible rules to save energy. Why we
should save electricity As we know electricity is generated from natural resources, which is limited and the
process of generating electricity is harmful to the environment. Energy earns or simply burns, choice is yours.
Save life. For cleaning, we use vacuum cleaners. Every action has a reaction. Save power and carry on. Kill
your energy bill. Global Warming: We have a solution, Stop Pollution! Today each and every machine run on
electricity, so we constantly use electricity as and when required. Save energy to save humankind on earth.
Love the Mother Earth and save energy. Stop energy misuse and do energy conservation. Save one unit a day,
keep power cut away. Turn off the light.


